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MISSION:
P29A is the inevitable 

result of the claim to space 
made by you, a growing number of 

economically-bound crafts people, creative 
expressionists, free-thinkers/feelers, and the like. 

As an accord and collective for the purpose of providing 
a local home for the arts and a forum for expression, 

creativity and life-positive energetic pursuits, we make 
available work, gallery, and performance space, for all people, 
especially those who would otherwise not be able to perform or 

show their work due to financial and other imposed limitations.

“The Brothers and Sisters of the Free Spirit called 
their devotional community-life ‘Paradise’ 
and interpreted the word as signifying the 

quintessence of love.”

Wilhelm Franger quoted by Henry 
Miller in his book Big Sur and the 
Oranges of Hieronymus Bosch
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The Hand
             April, 2003

This is a protest poem
but I’m not sure to whom I should register my complaint.
I would like to protest the dismembered hand
draped across a tree branch close to a market
in an old neighborhood of Baghdad
bombed during its evening peak:
packed with women vying for the few, meager vegetables
to cook for the next day’s war-time meals.
Unsightly. Gruesome. Horrific.
How dare it enter my consciousness?

Perhaps I should complain to the woman whose hand
it once was. But it’s of no use—she’s dead.

Then I must complain to the British reporter who documented
the severed hand and other broken bodies in the marketplace.
But he only wrote what he witnessed.
We should expect no less of journalists.

Perhaps, then, I will protest to the Iraqi people for fighting to defend
their land and country. If they had welcomed our troops with cheers
and a laying down of guns, the hand would not have been liberated
from its slender wrist. But who would not fight for her home?
I would.

Therefore, I should probably register my complaint to Evil
Saddam Hussein who refused to disarm and so forced us to invade.
But wait—he had been disarming. No weapons of mass destruction
lay deadly and waiting in the desert.

Then, I must complain to the United Nations, that venerable
institution, for allowing this preemptive and illegal act of war.
But I forget; they worked to prevent it at every turn.

So it is to George W. Bush then, to whom I must complain
about the dismembered hand whose image will not let me be.
He ordered the bombs to fall, the soldiers to kill.
But he is the president of this country, bound
to do the will of the people
(or so the story goes).
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It must be then that we wanted this war.

It must be that we coveted, desperately
our sporty Durangos, our perfect, climate-controlled
split-level houses and downtown condos. Our American 
and god-given right to take to the open highway
and watch the farms and the telephone poles go by—taking what we want
along the way, from California to Florida, D.C. to New York
taking what we want, wherever it may be.

Yes, it is to myself that I must complain.
I paid my taxes dutifully. Paid for a few inches
of the bomb that exploded where a woman stood
picking out a single lemon, weighing it in her hand,
which was then sliced off her arm by flying shrapnel
that sailed thru the air
the smoke, the screams
to land gently
like a bird nesting
in the crook
of an ancient olive tree.
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Living Through Space and Time, in Seven Acts

One: Living
Today never arrived
until now
I woke     older     and the same
my body comfortable
in its sheet       of skin and muscles
I woke
still female
still twenty three
and outside the rain
had turned to sun

Two: Hours
Space and time
cannot be disconnected

Three: Reoccurring Lament
I was born in Wyoming
I am born over and over again
each morning
sometimes in Seattle
sometimes in Tokyo
sometimes in the grit of Chicago
the damp of Honolulu

I was born jaundiced
For days          I lay under a heat lamp
–incubating chick–
waiting for the yellow    to drain        away
Every morning I wonder         where the yellow
went    How
do you drain color
from a mixed-blood girl?

Four: Reversal
Curiously         with the flip
of numbers       and the magic
of equation
space   crosses
threshold. . .
becomes
time
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Five: Dancing
I balance on this day’s light
my legs           carry me           over roots
of trees and grasses
I am comforted           by the roots’ insistence
my arms swing
they swing
and swing

Six: Breathing
My body carries          the ebb
and flow          of water
I’ve learned to dance
with the heaviness       of a living
body falling     with full
intent   of eventual rise
One day I’ll fall
without            intending
ever     to rise again

Seven: Time Tension
The sun never rests     at its zenith
Tomorrow
            which has always waited
will arrive
and some of us
will wake.
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The Meat Aisle

Under wide American
sky pasty faced
women and flabby men
in baseball caps pray
between rows of soy beans
that they then plow under
well before harvest
tearing roots
crushing green leaves under tractor tires
because the government says so.
When the check comes, they buy
plastic hearts at Wal Mart that say “Home
is Where the Heart is”
and hang them on hollow doors.
Each week, they finger bleeding
chops under florescent supermarket lights
and at night when they wrestle
with the vast landscape
of their pale bodies
they close their eyes and think of the meat
aisle—the pink flesh on blue styrofoam
trays and flanks sizzling on iron grills.
This is how they come—
silently, loathing
under starched
white quilts.

When the TV shows them bombs
like fireworks
in faraway desert lands
they roar their touchdown roar.
Just outside the camera’s gaze
a child bleeds where her leg 
once was.
But the Americans have already
turned away
filling their mouths with hamburger.
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Language
              for Samuel

You’ve left winter behind, small boy,
traded deep, snowy nights for ocean
unfolding to the crease of sky
palm trees shading shopping mall lots
and pyramids of fat, glistening oranges.
Traded a life of one-two, mother and you
for one-two-three, a house a tree
a mother and father to tuck you in
and kiss you on the forehead.
And with the tightening swell
of your mother’s belly,
another heart to turn
your day’s syncopated rhythm
into steady four-four time.

There are five fingers on your hand
one for every twirl you’ve taken
on this earth, five years of things discovered:
your toes, the linoleum
in your grandmother’s kitchen,
the sting of a scraped knee, how the lake seeps
color from the setting sun.
Now: the vast landscape of language.

You fill your days with words
conjure objects and magic
by shaping sound with lips and tongue and teeth.
Five, and you understand how words can bloom
can hold your hand and bend the day
or, like small, precise shovels
chip away at what is buried
beneath glittering silence.
Even in sleep, as you curl
your five fingers into a nest
you do not cease muttering tales to travel by.
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This is how I imagine you
(as I write my own words
up in this cold dark north)
eyes shut tight and mouth open
waiting for the fierce calling of stars
to touch your teeth 
with the language of your sleep.

We meet in dream time.
You uncurl your fingers
and pelicans fly from your palms
I flutter thin lined paper
leap from verb to noun
a dance of sheer language—
a curious surrender to love.

Light

Look   I’m slipping by lit
hills where tender grass          tests
the air              tiny blades asking: where do I find
myself?           Into what do I grow?

My bones feel light     as wheat chaff
my tendril hands         curl
reaching           reaching like delicate blooms
turning to find myself              in the shimmered
breeze:              luminous words:         yours.
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Foreign policy

Nobody loves America.
“America” cannot be loved.

Sadistic empires torture their lovers
and flirt with those they can’t control.

Sadistic, frightened, impotent, ignorant.
They can only sustain themselves exploiting,

depending on others who were trained
to fake pleasure, to live oppressed.
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McDonalds in Argentina

Maybe there was a reason for my being away
all these years. Maybe Boston, maybe even Harvard,

were only a preparation for this day.
For this particular moment

when my parents and I,
in the middle of an Argentinean highway,

are confronted by the facts: home is still three hours away,
only one place to eat and crowned by the Golden Arches.

I ponder what they’d dislike less        order number three, four,
a plain burger with fries           let dad pay.

They open the packs suspiciously removing
pickles, lettuce and tomato sauce.

Isn’t it amazing, Mom says, you get the finest meat of the world
in this country, yet well-educated people come and eat these.

In the background, a self-absorbed man perfects
his technique of dipping fries in ketchup.

Professional-looking parents talk to each other,
maybe to themselves.

Their unattended kids
run and scream as they please.

Mom trusts nothing but the fries. Who knows,
she says, what are those things made of. . .
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Untitled

I am out of this mind,
this pain,
this loneliness.

I felt in love
I felt into the dark night,
the obscured remembrances of what was not.

To love
takes the courage to challenge fear.
To face the demons of yesterday in the eyes.

To love
takes faith to risk everything.
Every image of who I am, of who I’m not.

Between us 
a brutal memory unexamined.
Just one memory. One thought.
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SUNSET LIMITED

            Romare Beardan

            “There are roads out of the secret place
            within us which we must all move thru
            as we go to touch others”

woman in hot morning
light cradling her baby
like ripe fruit. Earth is
a bracelet around her.
She moves like a dancer
flashing chickens and
dark horse charms.
Nothing doesn’t shimmer
as the Sunset Limited
blows thru. Emeralds,
jades and roses. The
train’s whistles and
wheels, its music, light
blazing on mahogany skin
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MORNING OF THE RED BIRD

            Romare Beardan

a jewel box of color,
glistening ebony skin.
The reddest birds,
roosters in the yard
behind dripping catalpa
and roses. Let the blues
go to sleep, light be
like that whale, a
lover or swimmer
with its mouth open,
swimming, swallowing.
The morning like the
whale, notes building
into phrases, singing
under water thru sea
quince and light javelins,
crooning, nose to nose,
dreaming journeys
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IN A GREEN SHADE

            Romare Beardan

            “The artist has to be something like a whale
             swimming with his mouth open to everything
             until he has what he needs”

The artist is like
what is singing under
the waves of green.
Green wind, green
petals, green all light
grows greener in.
A jewel box of color,
the reddest birds in
dripping catalpa
and roses. Dream
frogs, iridescent
insects, a pipe organ
under leaves where
you can only imagine,
underwater balloons
you can stretch the
necks of taut, play in
day dreams that take
you on a journey
long as the sea is
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                   Origami 

      By the sea, OR 

In the basement before tea
   By Lisa Corfman; a.k.a. Loose Leaf  

At Endicott College, 

free, 

by the sea, 

you see 

thanks to a teacher I am caught, 

vine and compressed,  

in what Barbara Burgess Maier taught, 

With the start of the Boat & the Yacht, 

three further reproductions were made to connect the 

metaphoric dots, 

They are:  

the Houseboat,  

the Flapping Bird, &  

the Horseshoe Crab,  

the later based on a work by LaFosse 

true mystery of the flowing sea  

is what I sought 

charcoals of origami, indeed,

is the solution to my artistic lot

#s 1-5; Spring 2004
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Shofar 

So far 

Sixth in the series 

Unknown price makes an artist leery 

100, 200 whichever cost shall be 

truth, love, perseverance 

is what brings out thee 

Shofar 

So far 

Artist Lisa Loose Leaf 

Aims to meet par 

In a manner as smooth & concrete as tar

                   # 6; February 25, 2005

The Kabuto 

Worn by a serious fellow 

Man with a plan: the smoking ban 

Relentless to avoid becoming  

a negative stat 

Thus, he traveled some new road  

to find this groovy hat  

        # 15; April 18, 2005    
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   Smoking Stinks 
 By Lisa Corfman; a.k.a. Loose Leaf 

People everywhere innocently, maybe over a cup of tea,  
begin that habit of smoking, then lung cancer starts a poking.  
Not me said the tortoise, frozen in bliss.   
Why not said the hare, I have no fear.

Lots of reasons said the tortoise…  “Where do I begin,” she thought.  She was baffled 
but she reminisced the reasons.  Then stated, “It stinks!!!”   
Really said the hare, giving winks.   
Continuing the tortoise said “it stinks not just in one way but in many.”   
“But isn’t it cool, a popularity tool?” said the hare.  
“As much as you may be wowed, I say no.” 
Retorting, bossy hare said, “wow, wow, wow, what a joke”

“Just listen,” said the tortoise… 
“You really think you can change my ways… 
just because of a chat today” retorted the hare 
“Just listen,” said the tortoise…

“I’ll start with a story, about a girl named Dory.”   
For loving parents Dory yearned, smoke in her face is all that returned 
If you think neglecting your health is cool then sure, smoking is cool.  
Fears and tears, lung cancer was near… 
Killed her parents, financially and physically 
Why… cause it contains rat poisoning, and is expensive 

Bad for the environment,  
it stinks…

To conclude, quitting sometimes adds fat,  
so don’t smoke and  
instead please put on a groovy hat.

Poetry by “I,” Loose Leaf 
She, that is, the I sighs & says:  
“do you see the Loose Leaf as a word thief” 
The author shall not deny, stolen is stolen1 in brief  
She may twist and squeeze 
Some poetry being shallow, some deep 
But she, I, known as Loose Leaf,  
remains a rhythmic chief 

Rhythm is a splirt on paper 
Rhythm is a freer in time 
Rhythm is a rock caught fire between two leafs… 
My poetic belief

                                               

I Donno

I do not know 
I don’t know 

I donno 
I don’t, no 

Really I don’t, no, I don’t 
Because smoking is bad in many ways 

Don’t say you donno about smoking 
because you know it 

contains nicotine, is costly, 
an environment destroyer and 

guess what, it contains rat poisoning… 
and guess what… you can beat it 

so be smart 
do not smoke
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SHE ALWAYS WANTED AN ANGEL

on her grave

so I’ve woven that into my

declining years dream

where I return on the anniversary

of her death

to the angel

to her grave 

in the drizzling cold

New England drear

and gently leave a flower

and a tear.

But there’s another dream

where I return to the bottle

and find myself

somehow

in Alaska

in a gold-rush town

bar

drunk and dying

all dreams gone . . . to dust

and it’s there I remember

with a drunken tear in my eye

the angel

on her grave

all those lonely miles away

in the cold

dark

New England rain.
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IMAGINE I’D ESCAPED,

gotten out of the cretin horrors

of New England

and I’m home in my Alamogordo desert

front yard . . . at long last

the ’55 Ford pickup truck sitting there

as I’d dreamed so many years before

and I’m thinking “how appropriate” and

“how wonderful,” sipping my coffee.

wandering the radioactive sands –

Einstein and Hawking on my mind –

dreaming of naked singularities and

big bang vs steady state universes,

wondering why it never occurred to them:

my own “Third Alternative”

aware . . . in the harshest of realities

how the theory, right or wrong,

would quietly follow me into these sands –

into forever.

And . . . it is here, in the atomic desert

where it all began

that I sip my coffee and dream.

My wife calls from the house

waking me from my wandering reveries.

It is time for dinner.

I will tend to the universe

another day.
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Order

I wake up late
   in the summertime,
   when the sky
     is already
     hanging low
   like a wet sack,

     and the heat
   roams around
   and around,
     chasing its tail.
     The street coughs
   and I rise,

      shave the edges
    off my face;
    there is nothing
      that can be done
      except let the day
    pool in

      the pink bowl
    of my hands.
    Maybe I will find
      my shoes and 
      light a cigarette.
    Maybe I will sit

      on the back porch
    with my checkbook
    and look for words
      to say to the
      wind as it cleaves
    a mist from

      the sprinkler’s arc.
    Will my neighbor
    be out with his hose,
      sunburnt and gleaming?
    Is it

      at all possible?
    Later, when it
    becomes clear
      that there is
      no sanctuary
    to be found

      in the post office
    and the shallow plane
    of the lawn
      rolls all the way
      up to the house
    in a discordant jangle,

      I get into
    my car and
    drive to the ocean.
      It is just
      a bunch of rocks,
    the jetty,

      blown apart
    and put back
    together again.
      It is
      a barrier;
    that is the idea.

      Blown apart and
    put back together
    again;
      you can see
      the holes
    where they dropped

      the dynamite in,
    the exact spot where
    the breakage occurred,
      as if it
      were that simple.
    But it lays

      itself out
    as fingers,
    pointing towards
      a smear of land
      that I do not
    know the name of,

      where headlights
    turn on, turn off,
    as they pass
      behind the slats
      of a
    gap-toothed smile.
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What We Call Compassion

The ducks in the courtyard
of the nursing home
where I work

duck-walk around
in curves, under tables
and around again.

A crowd gathers:
the ducks become
people, they are

Jesus and his
followers; a teacher
and her class; a
mommy and her

children. It is Hawaiian
Shirt Day. There is
a jar full of

jellybeans on the
director’s desk. On
Fridays a man

comes and sings
golden-oldies, “Across
The Sea” and “Cheek

To Cheek.” On Sundays
a woman comes with
her dog. There is a

woman who is a
hundred and four.
She can still walk,

we say, isn’t that
amazing? There
are ice cream

socials and the
inevitable games
of bingo. There

is the ever-present
smell of shit and
disinfectant and

despair that teaches
you to breathe
through your mouth

until you forget you’re
doing it and then
(if you’re like me)

you forget to forget
and someone dies,
very quietly,

on Crazy Hat Day.
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The Miracle of Affliction

There is no distinguishing.
It is not something that can be retraced.
Plagues and rivers have their sources and
already the summer has pounced from the high, still grass.
We are being eaten alive. There is no doubling back.

The day hides itself in train stations, all soot and rumble.
All aboard for death in a freeway crash. Watch your step folks.
Next stop, grubby-mouthed children and flea-markets.
Leaves in windblown clumps on the platform.
‘Scusemepardonme, this is where I get off.
Scritch scratch. Leaves on a platform.

Sometimes it is the only thing left.
We pray for rain, for the ground to open up.
Long rock jetties. Whitecaps.
Crabs dangling from steel leaders.
This is not the aggregate.
It is the only thing we have left.

I cannot keep the street from moaning, in my dreams,
though I shut the windows very tightly.
I cannot do this anymore.
Last night I thought I saw you
where the road bends
and the land falls away.
You were turning, very quietly.
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similarities 

on the third Sunday of
every month
I meet my grandfather
in a pizzeria that is
decorated like
a Motel 6.
his children come too,
my aunts and uncles.
they bring their own
children and sometimes,
if a sitter can’t be
found, their children’s
children.
we sit in long rows
at a table
that is specially
set up for us,
eating bad calzones
and looking at
paintings of sailboats.
after a while
I sneak outside
to squat and smoke
and watch the oldyoung women
shuffle past the bartender school
across the street.
I think about shoes and
Sacco and Vanzetti.
the project yos 
stare me down as they
drive past,
oppressively black
in their Escalades.
I think about my p.o.
she always
talks about the weather.
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all to hell

sometimes I go to the 
little convenience store near
my house to buy cigarettes.
the last time I was there the girls
behind the counter were chattering away
while I fished for quarters.
one of them said,
“damien somehow came up with
a thousand dollars to get out of jail
and he still hasn’t been around
to see his kid.”
I think the other one said something like
“what a fuck” but I don’t
really remember.
it seemed like a pretty good thing
to write a poem about so I went
home and started writing.
it was coming along nicely until
the old man tried to bum two bucks
off me for junk.
that shot it all to hell.
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love, like a wire-mesh cup

no, I do not think it starts with
science or any
particular state of mind

but then again—
perhaps a simple dread
that hides itself way
down in the bedclothes,
waking up at
noon on Sundays
and missing its daily 
constitutional.

the night, like a drunk,
shuffles in and
falls down the stairs
and all the 
appointments I have
made get
together and
beat up an old lady
in an alleyway

smoke like black
beetles pours through
the telephone
and a weeks worth
of mail arrives
undelivered

and somehow I think
these things are like
how you became (you became
that detectives shadow)
cleaned up and full to
the brim again alright
not at all concerned
anymore about understanding
park benches or
the temptation of saint
anthony and suddenly
you’re watching movies
you’ve already seen and
everyone’s eyes are
two shiny sides of
the same coin.
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MEATWAGON

 In the old days it was with bemusement that he would 
hear the siren sounding and finally see the flashing lights of 
blue and red and yellow, even white. Such are the macabre 
fruits of progress. Death as lightshow, a rolling spectacular. 
Aldous, who was convinced that the enchantment of light 
was due to its divine source, would be well impressed. Of 
course, with his usually marvelous irony he would observe 
that the cortege of divine light had arrived just in time for 
the near cessation of death. In other words, there’s a dialectic 
at work here, or, more plainly, the average customer is too 
old and benumbed to appreciate or give a scintilla in what 
kaleidoscopic aura the ambulance has chosen to comport 
itself.

 In this ragged, beachy town just south of Tampa, there 
was hardly a tree or dune left and you could see it coming 
a long way off. There was a thin radiance that gradually 
became a pulsing blur, almost like a comet traveling 
horizontally. The pulsing went inside your chest as if it lived 
there.

 You could hear it slow down looking for an address, 
the ranting lights an insanity of holy emergency. You could 
taste and feel the light, creamy and warm as blooms of slow 
gushing blood. Then the beeping backup signal as it felt its 
way down a gravel lane, and over a sandy driveway to a door. 
Inside, the ill person, silent, still, frightened, thinking what’s 
ahead, sorry to leave his cozy beach house. His loved one 
holds his hand while befriending the technicians, trying to 
gauge their giftedness, the mercy in their eyes, the honesty 
in their bodies, reaching for traces of reassurance. Should 
she go with or follow later? “No,” the technician answered. 
Thank God, she thought, it’s so claustrophobic in there.

 “Wait till the doctor calls.” That was sensible. “We’ll take 
good care of him.” Oh, God, she begged herself not to think: Is 
this the end?

 “Hi, Mr. Whiteman. Same old same old?”
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 “He took his nitros and the anti-inflammatories and the 
oxygen, but the breathing was still hard. We hated to call . . .”

 “That’s our job. You did right.”

 They took his pulse and stretched back his eyelids. 
They inserted tongue depressors and even a thermometer 
with electronic readout. His pajamas were opened and a cold 
stethoscope was pressed to his chest, a reviving therapy if 
ever he saw one. He was feeling better. He looked hard at 
the technician’s face. It was blank. He’d expected a “gut” 
diagnosis there, something.

 “I feel much better.” He wasn’t feeling anything.

 “Oh, no,” one technician moaned. “You have to be 
checked out. Relax.”

 “No, really,” he tried to argue. “Emily, I feel better 
already.”

 “Alan,” she answered weakly, “let’s play it safe. They 
can’t keep coming back and forth every ten minutes. Right?”

 “We can,” the same technician laughed, “but it gets 
expensive.”

 “Money is no object at this stage,” he said pensively.

 He gazed at the open beam ceilings and skylights. The 
high walls laden with richly framed photos and art. The 
endless array of exotic statuary from deep, dark, faraway 
places, maybe hell. Death had been moving in here was 
his fleeting impression, as if the heads had appeared by 
themselves, a few each morning–and the pedestals too! The 
one with the horn in his forehead, the one with eyes sticking 
out like hands, the one with eyes like pursed mouths with 
huge lips, the one with sawtooth teeth and featureless face . . . . 
Grotesque, demonic heads, a way perhaps to overcome the 
fear of death, like it’s written of the drawings in the caves at 
Lascaux. The hawkish nose with the huge earrings looked a 
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little like his mother.

 “Well, money’s not . . .” he began again, but Emily cut 
him off.

 “They know, darling,” in her most solicitous tone.

 They were lifting him onto the stretcher, still checking 
life signs. He was given an injection, a tranquilizer he assumed. 
He felt like he was floating supernaturally about the house. 
The ceiling came near, the open-beams, beachwood, clever 
skylights; he floated down a hallway of paneled teak.

 It smelled sweeter and nuttier than ever. In the living 
room he confirmed, sadly, what a grand room it was, the loft, 
the library on one wall, the massive fireplace. The new buyers 
would love it. Oh sweet Christ, his long-dead mother was 
hovering in the shadows! The brokers must be salivating out 
in the dark, lying in the beach grass like predators: “Great 
listing.”

 He floated out the door. Its solid, dark oak frame 
arrested his attention. It was over a hundred years old, beam 
beetles and all. He could not believe it when they had told him 
the wood was native, local, that oaks once grew here in this 
semi-desert by the sea. The backup beeper was punctuating 
his thoughts. Where was Emily? Talking to an agent already, 
setting up a lock box?

 “Don’t worry,” the driver said. “She’ll meet you later.”

 The light in the ambulance ceiling was flickering oddly. 
He was surprised to see another technician inside who hadn’t 
come into the house. He had a strange face, very serious, 
almost grim, unshaven, a sharp, aggressive nose and heavy 
brow. He must have sensed Alan’s trepidation, for he smiled, 
and when he did he looked jolly, warm and gentle, and Alan 
felt as if he’d just gotten a shot of morphine. He was certainly 
in no condition to entertain suspicions to excess. They were 
pulling away and he thought he saw Emily waving from an 
upstairs window.
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 Meanwhile, his shirt had been opened and they seemed 
to be working quite feverishly. Apparently they were going 
to do an electrocardiogram. They were shaving his head and 
had removed his pajamas to do his legs. Wires were attached 
to his head and his chest and his ankles. Yet something soft 
had been slid up his nose and plugged into the same black 
console.

 The ambulance came out the alley and made two passes 
at the lane before it was able to turn into it and rumble ahead. 
He traced its progress in his mind. His eyes were glued out 
the back window on the early morning sky, some branches, 
passing houses, a bitter grey cloud—Would he ever be back? 
—till our eyes caught, and in the relativity of motion he swore 
it was he who was looking out the window and the neighbor 
being rushed away.

 “Please,” they said, “try not to speak.”

 The ambulance was speeding along by then.

 “I use to call this a meatwagon,” he said.

 “I know,” the dark technician answered.

 He was naked, but for his T-shirt. They had put on 
rubber gloves. One of them coated his penis with cream, while 
another filled a large needle.

 “You’re not thinking of . . .” he tried to say without 
undue alarm.

 But it was too late. He could feel a vague, painless 
sensation. But imagining where the needle was going and 
what was its mission, he could not.

 “That should put enough serum in your sternum 
to make sure you don’t lose the power to walk,” the dark 
technician explained. He was apparently in charge. “Plus we 
don’t want your hormone levels dropping too fast.”
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 “My what?” he tried to ask, but they shushed him. 
He was unnerved by this. After all, he knew some medicine 
from his lawyering days and he monitored his own body like 
a hound dog. He was 93, still lucid, hearing marginal, own 
teeth, walked well enough with a cane, one of those 
three-pronged aluminum jobs, still loved to eat. But the 
heart had been problematical. When he was a teen his mother 
had fainted in the yard from a gallstone attack. He’d lifted 
her and carried her up two flights of stairs to her bedroom 
before calling the ambulance. But he had afterwards felt 
ominous under-rhythms in his chest. He was positive then 
and there that was his weak link and would bring him down. 
But seventy years later is a long time coming. His mother, 
eagle-faced, watched him in a special way after that.

 He was rolled over onto his stomach, his head carefully 
laid on its side on a fresh towel. He could see they were 
preparing for another injection and this time the needle 
was considerably larger, perhaps not even a needle, a device 
maybe, certainly something formidable, serious.

 “What do you think’s wrong with me? What is that?” he 
squeezed out, swallowing his fear.

 He knew what they didn’t know . . . about the under-rhythm. 
Of course, that he took a pill for his digestion, a pill for his ulcers, 
one for his diabetes, one for his blood pressure, one for his 
endocrine deficiency, one for his water retention, one for his 
gout . . . twelve in all, each could have nothing to do with this! 
He felt fine. He was breathing easily. Yes, there were days, 
long days, sitting in his Lazyboy beside Emily, watching tv, 
when he wondered just what was alive about him anymore. 
Obviously it was the “pill” parts.

 He was alive in twelve ways. In a sense, he was 
on a life-sustaining machine—a machine as big as the 
pharmaceutical industry, as big as the medical knowledge 
stored in libraries, schools, clinics, hospitals all over the 
world, as big as the vast, two thousand year old complex of 
research efforts gobbling up millions of mice and defenseless 
patients, and precious square feet, and the innumerable 
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prescient, striving minds, and the billions of dollars flowing 
down from government and philanthropists and altruists and 
billionaire children pissed that the patriarch had succumbed 
to, been humiliated by, disease X, and feeling that X was a 
living, evil entity to be combatted, gave wheelbarrels of loot. 
After all, think about it, they may be funding a cure for their 
own genetic guillotine! Very clever.

 “It’s hard to say, sir,” a new technician said. (Where did 
he come from?!) “It seems some nephritic tissue associated 
with your kidneys and a protein we’ve frankly never seen 
before has caused a renal tumescence and that in turn is 
effecting blood flow–pattern.”

 “Pattern? What about my veins?”

 “What about them?”

 “Well, how sick am I?”

 “We may have to go in. Please hold still while we . . . .”

 He screamed with surprise, though there was no pain. 
He was crying. His T-shirt was ripped apart and they began 
to sketch with a black pen on his chest. The technician’s 
scalpel looked like a butcher’s knife. The oxygen in his nose 
wasn’t blowing. He felt no pressure. No relief. They had 
opened his chest, he believed, for they were all looking in.

 “Why didn’t you let me die in that house?” he screamed.

 There was a definite silence, a cessation of activity. Had 
he said something important?

 “We did,” one of them said.

 He heard that. He closed his eyes and began adding 
things up. When he opened them there were about twelve 
technicians standing around, some still coming and going, 
smiling stupidly. He started to curse, but they burst out 
laughing, slapping each other gleefully.
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 “You bastards,” he muttered with bewildered 
indignation.

 The meatwagon’s lights were now an incredible blinding 
blaze of filament. It was zooming along so fast he could 
hardly see where he was. He guessed they had long passed 
the hospital exit.

 He pulled the curtain back to a renewed swell of 
tittering, so merry as to be infectious. Just as he’d suspected, 
no one was driving.

..........

(II)

 “I’m dead?” he painfully asked the dark technician.

 “Mr. Whiteman,” he said, “whatever you think you are 
you aren’t or you couldn’t think it.” He smirked, when till 
now he’d either smiled warmly or been silent.

 “We’ve been thinking by halves of your situation.”

 “Yes,” one of them echoed, “by halves.”

 “Why so secretive?” he protested. “What’s the meaning 
of this?”

 “Shush,” one of the technicians said sullenly, and 
pushing his way to the front began striking him on the head 
with a mallet, at first softly, then with force. He hadn’t the 
strength to defend himself and no help was forthcoming. The 
ceiling light and all the faces faded into a blur. He was dying. 
As he lost consciousness it crossed his mind that supposedly 
he was already dead. Twice . . . in a day!

 He awoke and again they were tittering. They seemed 
now to remind him more of a bunch of vultures, bouncing 
about their carrion. He sensed by now that it would be better 
if he stayed asleep, but it was too late.
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 “Look who’s here,” one of them wailed with delight. 
He raised a scalpel above his head and plunged it into 
Whiteman’s abdomen. There was a scream of terror as the 
scalpel went back and forth like a mad duck sticking his head 
under the water to feed. Suddenly an organ was held aloft, 
dripping.

 He was a dead duck. These people were maniacs and 
he was murdered by them. Twice, it seemed. He sobbed, 
overwrought with self-pity, until he was exhausted and eager to 
get it over with. “I am nothing, I am worn out, a rag, a hopeless, 
cut down soul.” Other organs were put on exhibition. He 
could feel nothing, except a horror and relief of slipping away. 
“Thank God,” was his last thought before he succumbed.

 Someone yelled ”He’s awake.” There was an air of 
excitement.

 Why was he conscious of all this? Was he dying only to 
awaken in a new life each time—where they were waiting for 
him?

 “You monsters,” he yelled. “Put me out of my misery. 
How many times will you kill me”

 “You still don’t get it, do you?” someone said.

 The back doors of the ambulance were opened. It was 
black outside. He could hear the terrible din of tires and 
pulsing engine and the roaring, angry air as the ambulance 
smashed through it. No sooner had he thought how he would 
hate to fall out when four technicians picked him up by his 
two legs and arms and began swinging him and laughing. 
“He still thinks he can die,” was the last thing he heard before 
they tossed him out the back door, high into the night air. 
This was replaced by his own terrified screaming.

 He bounced along the road, surely mutilating his body, 
finally landing in a patch of grass. It seemed impossible, but 
the ambulance was backing up. He could hear the beeping 
and see the lights shooting through the dark sky.
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 “What do they want from me?” he asked himself 
hysterically.

 They dug a shallow hole in the ground and placed him 
inside. He could feel the dirt pelting him. He was being buried. 
“Thank God. Peace at last.” He was thinking death and how 
serene it was. The dirt smelled robust, calming, as it caked 
around his nostrils and mouth. He was thinking of Emily. 
She would find this site, have a proper burial, a huge stone, a 
memorial service.

 Later he heard footsteps, assorted clunking, and voices. 
They must be putting the stone down, he reasoned. No, the 
metallic noises of digging were getting closer. Perhaps Emily 
was about to give him a proper interment.

 The dirt wasn’t even off his face when someone brutally 
grabbed his ankles and yanked him clean out of the grave. 
They were back!

 “All right, all right,” he gurgled through mouthfuls of 
dirt, “It’s not a meatwagon. I get the message.”

 He rose and brushed himself off. The driver’s door was 
open. He gritted his teeth, squinted hard, and climbed in.

END
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As The Wind Leaves
 
The moon had seemed to shine brighter
All I saw was white with its glow
The sky was illuminated just like your eyes
As they glance upon my body so slow

You moved your body with animal grace
Warm wind blew past your face 
Your words, they were like jewels
Jewels wrapped in lace

I remember when you left
Your farewells fell on deaf ears
Tears had blurred my vision
As my eyes confirmed my fears

You searched my face as you left me 
The wind blew strongly by
Watching you blend in with the people
I heaved a heavy sigh

This sigh was not one to clear my lungs
But one of pain and sorrow
It hurt that you had gone away
Staying gone tomorrow 

I stared into the empty sky
The wind then slowed its pace
My love has ended with the wind
That once had moved within this space
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Four on Thursday

      Congratulations

            By Mondays,
            by digital,
            an eggplant original . . .
            September 26th, just
            south of Worcester,
            I take it then, you won’t be
            comin’ up this way . . .
            Poetry and filming,
            it’s big, she’s at the house.

      Dialogues

            Round face, big
            moustache
            I don’t even remember;
            building burn down,
            salad fall down;
            it’s all just junk
            to them,
            to them
            for the most part.

       Fireworks

            Let’s do it!
            He’s lookin’ for love:
            jamming on Fridays –
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            that’s good.
            Converging,
            emerging,
            a regular thing.
            We haven’t talked
            about reasons
            for it not to be that way.
            A big shift,
            for good reasons,
            natural reasons,
            it’s loose, whatever
            you think.

      That Feel

            This woman, this Iana,
            I’m friends with,
            she paints, she chants,
            she’s sweet.
            We went to Disneyland.
            It was the yippies,
            they took over
            Tom Sawyer’s boat –
            it was these big guys,
            they were swinging from stuff,
            it was the M.P.s;
            it was happening.
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the flowering sun

i am in 

shiva

tomorrow 
plans made today will begin in action

i am brahma

revolution in living by living 
functionally-free self-regulated 
anarchic nonviolent

commit to movement and stretch 
by moving and stretching
explore the physical
take my shoes off relax my feet
unbind unwind 
free-dancing toes

soap to the badmouth
like sun to the desert
treat me to some of your time
show me you care a bit
and on with the tug of life
and the dance of yes i love you
and i believe you yes i do
the sun will crest
the rising chest
the falling apple
the lovers battle
the haters hate
the lovers live
the lovers fall
and rise to give
        
         <3

“four-beat rhythm”

RED WINE dripping in a yellow mug
i love you need you hug hug hug
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THUMP vibrating the ground and me     
      yeah
apple goes to the earth
plant seeds

NOW LOVE relationships  
distrust
the now of then love   
                relationships

NO ONE HAS SEEN the crescent moon 
                              yet
we struggle to see each other

         <3

WE ARE TRIBAL
alone together
family tree family we

the right kind of society is an organic being— 
not merely analogous to an organic being but 
actually a living structure, with appetites and 
digestions, instincts and passions, intelligence 
and reason.

   -->herbert read

         <3

i know i am a good persyn
i know this and feel this in me   
   as biological truth
yet i feel anger and sadness
   and hate and terror in me 
holding me too tight 
holding me back
restricting me with body tense 
with withered sense and sensing
the anti-life i carry 
my baggage my wounds 
my burdens my traumas
as a member of the humyn family unkind

         <3
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rotten eggs<<-->>unwelcomed

“feed your head”
feed your soul
feed your whole...

the shut-ups and the shut downs
punched in and punched out

1 barrel of oil on the wall
1 barrel of oil

“how highs the water, mama”

sink or swim
drink or swallow
for sale on sale 
sold out and souled
caffeine
tobacco
alcohol
scratch the ticket
pick the scab
the drugs that keep the people drugged
content
belly full bed warm and dry
the poisons we take knowingly
again and again
over and out of gas

BLACK CROSSES
in a field of orange
waving death is here
forgotten

and wanton 

stop for a processional in mourning

...and the war torn people sing

...and the war torn people sing

“the fall of america” is 
“the mall of america” beware
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from the halls of saddams baghdad
to the shores of misery
we will fight for rights and freedoms
at the expense of everything

         <3

what your money can buy

$50 million
a) one apache attack helicopter
b) immunizations for 2.9 million children

   -->the emergence quarterly
   
         <3

are you a persyn or a number

take a number and get in line
nUmB

keep silent till the end of time
NuMb

who what when where and why
nUMb

wake me up when i die
NumB

wake me up when i die
NumB

who what when where and why
nUMb

keep silent till the end of time
NuMb

take a number and get in line
nUmB

         <3



what begins unseen

eyes are tired
eyes are crying
eyes are vacant
eyes are lying
eyes are scared
eyes are cold
eyes are feared
eyes scream no
you dont see what i see
i dont see what you see
you dont feel what i feel
i dont feel what you feel
what begins unseen becomes unfelt
the wicked dont melt
the wicked dont melt
the wicked the wicked the wicked dont melt
         
         <3

hospital inhospitable: emergency 
                       room blues

terrified
petrified 
people around
but i am alone
no one is on my side
no one is present with love
darkness trembling
rigid shaking
push away no
pull away no
ma da
no one i know

i must comfort myself
suck my thumb
rock back and forth
and withdraw
as something forms in my belly
hate is taking root

         <3
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any {persyn} retreats from {their} uncountable 
creative possibilities if {they} can be forced 
to fear acts of sexual beauty and to repress 
{their} natural desires.

   -->michael mcclure

your tax dollars not working

abstinence campaigns funded by the government 
extinguish the flame of life 
in the youth of forever
sex as sin
sex as scary
sex as disease
sex as dirty
sex as devil
sex as pain 
sex as no not until youre married

and things remained the way the adults wanted
and knew them to be 
the same
unchanged
as it was said
so it is told

and the damage was done
and the stone was thrown

from the cradle of circumcision
to the grave of good feelings

         <3
     
deep ode 
to the ability and capacity of being able to 
give and receive love in whatever form.  love 
is the fullness of being in health and wellness 
wholesoma.  love is the welcoming embrace of 
yes.  love knows no moral ideological religious 
political anything bounds.  we are love.  
REPEAT THE SOUND OF LOVE.
         
         <3
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talk about the passion
talk about the passion

   -->R.E.M.

         <3

together we stand

   -->waters
        
TO GATHER
food and sustenance
love and kin
in nurturance alive 

TOGETHER
we free together

   -->jarman

         <3

blind spots of the heart

TRACTS AND TACTS
composition alive
decomposition bye and bye

BAD SLEEP
the answer changes with the time
the questions remain the same

DROOL ON MY CHEEK
watching her breathe
the universe expands and contracts

IT COULDVE HAPPENED TO ANYBODY
you<<<>>>no you
am not<<<>>>are so

         <3
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the living alphabet songbook
                         luminous and bioscopic
           part one

a is for air alive animal anarchy A

 b is for be blue beat birth breathe B

  c is for create cry character cosmic core C

 d is for dream dead dance D

e is for energy earth ecology egg evil emotion E

 f is for feel functional fascism free fire F

  g is for good gaia grounded genitals grow G

 h is for heart health heal H

i is for i idea I

 j is for justice J

  k is for kin knowledge K

 l is for live love laugh life L

m is for music movement M

 n is for natural need nature no N

  o is for orgone orgasm O

 p is for paradise poetry play peace pulse P

         <3

living life
the way you feel

   -->ben kweller

         <3
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act not but be naturally

let the tree of eyes gaze upon your naked form 
   pure

“awake from your slumber” 
   feel your pulse a thunder 
   beautiful full of knowledge

from the corners of truth told 
   behold 
   the names of things shining

there is life in the hills 
   there is strife 
   in the belly depths of pressure

press here for a slow fix to a hystory 
   long on coming up short 
   and empty hearted

              *

cast off the first stone 
   just say no 
   to moving in the superficiality of civility 
   in the midst of the rank and filed away 
   for denial and forgetting 
   civilized world disorder

another mass another burial
   another dance of die me not 
   on the battle lines everywhere

we are creatures comforted 
   overfed and plumped out of proportion 

we are disfigured with senses dulled and
   deadened to the awareness of the disease 
   throbbing in the put-on ease 
   of everything is alright enough 
   to keep us gung-ho 
   about the status quo

              *



go to your oval office war room confessional
   and dont come out

trapped in the biology of our ideology 
   we begin to reclaim and cleanse 
   the natural rights of our persynhood

proclaim joyous tears saddening
   the longing aching all over

this face once glowed with happy
   these eyes once shined with curiosity 
   this body once swayed with love cosmic and 
   grounded to the universal breath

joining all in one and one in all
   before the fall that was 
   sex-negation life-defamation

the future begins as now ends 
   in a seed planted 
   gently 
   with love

         <3

devotional

sagi sexy scent,

quiero hacer contigo
lo que la primavera hace con los cerezos.

i want
to do with you what spring does with the  
   cherry trees.
   
   -->pablo neruda

feliz corazón avida avida,

gaia eyes of wonder

         <3
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free the sedentary

tattered flags make nice rags.  burn the icon 
ashes to ashes dust to dust.  just let me be, 
my speech free, my feelings me.  leached to the 
last drop of blood tainted by eyes on the carrot 
dollar the money-tree fodder.  silver and
gold behold the shiny-shine smile, the vice-grip
handshake, and the cold distant gaze on the prize 
of early retirement set in cement at the expense 
of you.  its a long way down from the top and 
there is nowhere to go when youre chained to the 
bottom with just enough invented necessities 
to feel comfortable in the prison in the trap 
called the good life called the american dream.  
nothing but a nightmare with amenities turned 
harsh reality of poverty with air conditioning, 
depression with television, anger with a dog to 
kick and a child to hit.  rage in the cage of 
terrorism ready for prime time chit-chat.  “every 
night theres a war in my living room.”  the 
everyman and the everywomyn are squeezed from 
all sides under pressure, under the gun of cops, 
under the eye of the watchful moral.  under the 
influence and over the limit.  one nation under 
siege.  while we were sleeping the price of 
everything skyrocketed boom and wages increased 
as much as that bonus never received.  priced 
out of life.  once we get to the front of the 
line we are sent to the back of a longer line.  
better to go home, if you have one.  tomorrow 
everyone sleeps in and the next day and the next 
day too.  three day pass.  long weekend treat 
for the enslaved.  perk for the work.  but only 
so much down time as a well-rested populace is a 
threat to the institutions in which we have been 
institutionalized since birth.  better too keep 
the masses sleep deprived, over-tired, and low on 
energy, yet with just enough energy to get the 
job done.  people, let the people go.  people, 
let the people be.  but where to go and how to 
be.  and most would agree they want things to be 
better.  but better does not mean more or bigger 
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or faster.  nature is not colonialistic or 
capitalistic.  a never-ending increase is 
self-defeating and unsustainable.  there is only 
so much candy a belly can hold.  sick to the 
stomach with indulgence as deep as our pockets 
as shallow as our hearts.  we breathe polluted 
air.  we drink dead water.  we eat empty foods.  
we are malnourished body and soul.  but life is 
so vital that we can grow on and go on under 
these most challenging conditions, cactus in the 
desert, penguin in the arctic, baby in the world.  
people all over stifled and stunted, bound and 
gagged.  somethings gotta give.  soon.  now.  the 
strain on the faces speaks in the many tongues 
of humynity.  help.  stop the violence.  start 
the common sense.  as it once was.  wholebody 
wisdom.  eye contact and hugs.  functional work 
and functional love.  its never too early or late 
to begin to claim our birthrights.  what did the 
romans think and feel as rome died.  the usa, 
another empire on its last gasp of air.  whats 
left of the constitution is a museum piece of a 
vanishing nation.  the united states of america 
bites the dust.  as the sun goes bust.  in god we 
do not trust.  united we misunderstand.  divided 
we fall from grace.  life is not a race.  slooow 
dooown.  stop humyn racing and start humyn being 
in all the goodness at the core of our species at 
the core of all life living life.

         <3

AWAKENING

  Om 

By the Waters

    By the Waters

  Awakening

         <3
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the present moment was different from the 
previous present moment

   -->yann martel

         <3

lies in disguise

preacher teaches me another lie
teacher preaches me in disguise

“since hector was a pup”
“since the dawn of time”
“health is a money issue”
pharmaceuticals and insurance companies

weve had a welfare state in this country for a 
very long time but most of the welfare was given 
to powerful and rich companies

   -->howard zinn

who pays for the uninsured
the government, bingo
and that means all of us

   -->overheard

a people glazed over with unquestioning 
acceptance does not equal agreement

medicine is poison 
doctors dont even touch you anymore  
open wide swallow this dose of death
with shallow breath they ask
how do you do you feel
       
for evil in the open is but evil from within 
that has been let out

   -->yann martel
         
         <3



on the low horse i ride in on
this shut-up kid feels clearly
blue sparkles and twinkles
on top of the bottom
in the middle of forgotten
wiping that grin on my sleeve
coming up empty but free

         <3

ON THE GRASSES OF WE
learning to love
by loving
transformation

         <3

fragments and laments

“disturbing the peace”
what peace

lets go to the communities which adopted a 
resolution against the patriot act 
a present day riot act
such are the acts of patriots revolving

the unhealthy union of fascism and popular 
culture as in fashion and fitness, fads and always

you are a mirror
and window
into being

give 
and forgiven

to be held 
and to hold on

here comes a summer rain...
...there goes a summer rain

         <3
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earthworm

its raining its pouring
crow got a worm
crow got a worm
the sun is gone for good

its raining its pouring
snow disappears
snow disappears
into the earth in tears

dead animals on the road
someone’s not coming home
i believe in what i know
i am akin to crow

its raining its pouring
the people are snoring
in their beds
with dreaming heads
full of hope for the morning

         <3

not everyone can afford an oil well:  theyre in 
just a few places.  but everyone has a sunshine 
well.  someday theyll have to go to it.

   --> mario calderón

         <3

nownership

who owns the land
and land for all
who owns the sun
and sun for all
who owns the air 
and air for all
who owns the water
and water for all



on top of olde mountain
all covered with glee
by the rivers of paradise
i wonder and breathe

who loves the water
who loves the air
“who loves the sun”
who loves the land

and water for all
and air for all
and sun for all
and land for all

on top of olde mountain
all covered with glee
by the rivers of paradise
we wonder and breathe
         
         <3

the sun shines not on us, but in us.  
the rivers flow not past, but through us, 
thrilling, tingling, vibrating every fiber and 
cell of the substance of our bodies, making them 
glide and sing.

   -->john muir         
   
         <3

we all shine on
like the moon and the stars and the sun

   -->john lennon

         <3

TICKLE ME SILLY 
tickle you wild
layer by layer
in bloom

         <3
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a decision of the hardened heart
puts another irrational law against

free-flowing life in the books to decay on the 
shelves of ignorance with a degree*freedom
pinned to sterile ground*where patriots act 

like fascists and fascists act like devils*let 
us decree from on low to move slow and true as 
our biology knows*leaving trails glistening 
glowing in the summer heat and frolic*stomp 

the realization that we are hiding ashamed and 
clothed and have lost the feeling of our naked 
nature*sun to skin*wind to body*rain on me* 
natural law infinity*excise follow the leader*
exercise follow your gut*some life went extinct 

today*some child was left to cry alone*some 
caterpillar was tortured under a magnifying 

glass*as the earth spins towards the sun a plant 
trapped without water again in a pot under 
fluorescent lights reaches and stretches*
and the population gasps at the same time 

realizing how twisted the growth of the humyn 
tree has become*the first apple eaten was the first 

core rotting

<3 

beginnings welcome discovery 
in the falling dance of a snowflake*in the swallow 

of earthen cold water*smiles thunder*
as an ant climbs a ray of grass*arriving to the 
tip gazing skywards*clouds shimmering a desire to 
rain*sun reaching through touching my face*holy 
are the hands that shake and caress the tears 
to rest*the truth in sorrows chest*when will 
the madness cease*as we beasts clamor towards 
unfulfillment*dragging the young in step with 
our misery*rotten from the outside in*another 
ripe fruit falls neglected*another bright life 
fades*sniffing the soil of our becoming*chewing 

on the stalks of possibility*a tiny insect 
journeys the labyrinth of the city*invisible 

humyn beings not being wonder in doubt*the color 
of the future*the flavor of death*the sound of 

the dream*encrusted with daily life a strife and 
holler*the lie of the dollar*the whip of
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educations shackles*the pulse of a promise 
tackled to the ground of no*here we go 

again*treading in the back of our minds*in the 
center of our hearts*we must change to change*
we must move to grow and blossom*new flesh and 
bone*new life theres hope*at the bottom of 

the ocean is a song that beats outward to the 
rhythm of our belonging*here*aware*wide open and 
caring*the tweet of the bird meets the laugh of 
the child*the sound of moving water quiets the 
anxious soul*the touch of a warm breeze enlivens 

the mind*the taste of your breath awakens my 
love*theres more than enough to go around*sucking 
on the scent of essence*we feel the planet turn 
as our juices yearn for connection*people to 
people life to life*keep your hateful bombs 
to yourselves*give your peaceful hands to 

others*your loving life to all. 

<3

cultivate a few cubic feet of flesh

   -->henry david thoreau

         <3

       live in 
liberty.  for
ever.! ! ! ! !

   -->michael mcclure
         
         <3

decorate
general universal thank-you to
existence

   -->peter schumann 

         <3
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Autotract : The War-King World

“All crystallizations are a realized kaleidoscope.”    - Goethe

Marking the moments of an otherwise broken fragmentation of life like stained 
glass shards from a rock strewn at the archaic monument of a lost world of 
imaginings—we carry the tokens down to the storehouse lockup for a crumb of 
bread we call sustenance and a cup of cold water—when the turnstile turns we 
are rendered a number in the demographic registration of a culture of cataloged 
needs—a heart pumps the living blood through heated fleshy chambers on 
around and into the body saturated—can the heat coming off a breast fill your 
desire to overflowing?  It can—make a tense push through the door of lust into 
the dreams of silent love where feelings rich in iron swell the heart-rendering 
possibilities of passional attraction—all these frozen effigies of living lives take 
a stiff bow in the dark of night’s second and third shift—and when the light 
approaches we are seen to take that lonely walk again and again—Jonah into 
the mouth of the whale—into the belly of the beast

Then the white machine has taken over—over taken the expressive possibilities—
we are condemned to cohabit the confined fluxions of machine age production 
smiling as mechanically as the piston whip on our callused backs—Later this will 
turn into some rubble heap of junk—industrial waste along with the spent lives of 
subsistence this pauperization continues to enslave—the skeletons get up and 
dance like ringing Pavlov’s bell—sex in the air is the only fair scent—the sweaty 
loins of a freak logic made real by last recourse—take me to the ethnic party—
get me drunk and sweep away the ashen mind to delirium—wed two souls and 
embrace the affair of the gypsy tribe—look forward to celebrating an otherwise 
pointless journey toward death—the hope of new life always the embracing joy—
the quitting time bell awaits dawn’s alarm clock buzz—good luck finding a slice to 
enjoy—best to keep it simple and stare down the time

Interesting embarrassments—negation of negation—centrospheric velocities—
demarcation techniques—brand x factor—loping blind conundrums—see-saw 
etiquette—classic oven trials—pilfering side wails—rolling celestial tigers—
egressing egrets—regressing regrets—pole position nuptials—frozen homes

concavity evanescence—bologna + cheeze sandwiches—disgust—a blog party—
dynamite—heavy eyelids on a droopy day—the drain of a weary lifestyle—
efficiently momentous—hands made for great things relegated to tedium and 
arthritic crippling—a book somewhere out of reach—a boss somewhere out of 
sight—a lingering residual drowsiness—malaise in this dorish room—the gut 
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wrenching from syrupy radio muzac—a cold wish sustains the droning buzz—
another mutant of the industrial era staggers beyond—another skull split and 
broken under a hydraulic press—the silver lining cosmic light splinters in the 
cloudy amalgam of a mind’s eye—pressure to conform in the cooker you 
will steam—burned in a molten fire of senseless debacle—a choir of victims 
drowning in a ringshout spewing the word—

restless we return—from what sense we cannot make—to what ocean of charm 
we cannot sense—mystery, wonder itself rendered another co-opted miracle cure 
for the disturbed spirit of modern ideals—feel has been replaced by frenetics—
a human meat market of quivering souls—how much organic refuse can one 
body support—the closer you look the more repulsive are the symptoms—pour 
out a measured cure—a languid salve—

the indomitability of the human spirit—controlled fatigue—sex-economy—special 
properties of the individual body—aid and abet your lover—enjoy the sweet 
sunshine—walk the woods—skip the lane—hit the road—mount a protest—hack
away at your own dumbfoundedness—ignore and avoid the deathly convulsions 
of distortion and pain—kill ‘em all—morbid freaks

herbs—do it—convulsions—projections—cliches—craven yearnings—self-abuse 
—fear—panty trades—tea jargon wisdom—problem children in positions of
self-importance—jabbing games—multiple personalities—as many as styles of 
hand-writing

waiting for the end of the world—the trained hounds of suppressive institutions 
choking for blood—everyone’s business their business—an eye locked on the 
barrel sight of surveillance—a cataract on the lens of clarity and emotion—
mind your own busy body tank of a human slug—garden the leeches—
weed the life suckers playing compulsive games of pseudo jest—their smiles are 
not humorous—they are hideous

a mercy front of abandoned souls reaching out for a lynch pin—the Carter Family 
syndrome—music is glue for dried relations and grease for rusty wheels—

we have a dichotomy of desire versus need—planted firmly in a counter-culture 
subversive arrangement we would just as well subsume indefinitely for the sake 
of anonymity and autonomy—we are compelled nonetheless to solicit and serve 
the mainstream due to the facts of economic wealth resources and distribution— 
somehow it just feels freer to struggle and suffer underground without the motor 
constraints of wedded obligation to a culture we’d just as soon see go by the 
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wayside as lend a co-operative hand with our natural creative tendencies—
and alas—the monkey-meat grinder carousel muzak dance continues indefinitely—
and when the cows come home they’ll just get slaughtered anyway—the ceaseless
raping of the land and animals—all that is alive—containing energy—sowing the 
seeds of love—will be exploited—as long as the belly is kept full the work power 
will sustain the machine economy—dizzy exhausted or sick it matters not—
only working draught animals get a place at the trough 

the world has been in crisis for 6000 years—that’s only point 3% (3 tenths of one
percent) of the 2 million years man has existed in the likeness we know him 
today as homo sapien—it took almost 2 million years to get to this point—
how long will it take to discover our own mis-directions and find a new light
in the sun?
the question—is it bizarre people randomly drop dead of various environmental/
systemic anomalies—of course not—the watering down and subsequent 
depletion of all pools of life from agricultural to animal should come as no 
surprise—life wills itself into existence and persists despite—in spite of—the 
degenerative conditions—decay and re-growth being a natural process anyway— 

tired of being tired—succinctly put—i’ve marked those exact words—what fatigues
us most is disuse and monotony—the exploitative process of pauperism and 
slavery draining the vital energies and wasting the power of the body—any more 
tired of being tired and you’d be a terrorist recruit—not tired—disgruntled—
dissatisfied—disquieted

a decent night’s rest offers little if no consolation to the treadmill—i sit and sip 
green tea with ginseng and contemplate the future of this lost world—not much 
hope for the masses and little more for the enclaved privileged—a sewing kit 
and a toothbrush will get us through—bread water and a guitar will make this life 
worthwhile—pushed to the limit we will break—head for the hills—run for your life 
—there is no escape from this cancer man—is it folly to state the obvious?—
or is it the continued avoidance of the essential due to the incapacity to live with 
the consequent responsibility of truth of which these silences are symptomatic?

. . . and here again the whirlwind gone by—standing marking the moments of my 
sin—which i hardly think worth a mention—waxing like a novelist in june—
the young heart-throb culture riddled with triumph and insecurity—measures a
marking timemaking time with my best girl—laudatory breech in the canal wall 
leech and criminal breath—hair across a dog’s tail—rabbit run from a cat’s nail—
creatures of habit not instinct—dull receptor’s tumescence—the weight of 
gravity’s descent into sleep—needs greedy for love in a womb source of origin’s 
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meat cleaver cleavage between good bad right wrong good/evil god/devil gold 
devil’s dogs pound—ANARCHY NOW!!

regression is nigh on the right and the left—my twisted insides make no rational 
sense but these mouse-trap crazy-straw emissions—chasing flies with an injured 
paw—suffocating underground in a production lock-up—“it’s not a prison”—
oh but it is—a prison of blackmail for a feed pail and a lean-to roof axe over 
your noggin—nod off infinitely into the metal infused airform slowly murderous 
carbon monoxide laced vaporbase—the sting of a thousand molecules of sand 
up your nose bridge the gap between stupidity and banality—nostrils flare in a 
creep show while the radio hums superfluity cocker spaniel yammer cackle of the 
unfunny zealot pawns of morning phony good cheer—make sure to grin ear to 
ear as you get raped day in day out—must save face to keep up appearances 

the daily radio fodder buzz—transgressing regressors of the transducer 
pacifier—cackling shills of the conciliatory wasteland—neurotic enthusiasm 
of the witless hype machine endless carousel—commercial advertisements 
syrupy coaxing of the loins and mind—smash and masticate the technological 
blunder—spit the pieces out into the shameless faces of allegiance pitching for 
the economic order—sic

elucidating—illuminating the pitfalls of the tarried footsteps of friendship—and now
the gap in time/space production—lost time—down time—machine-dictated flow—

disturbed autonomy of a web-flow created by a spider in lurch—competing 
caterpillars nibble away at the leaf edge—milky homes brew with larvae—
sunlit tropical air breathes warm moisture—shafts of light tickle the tree limbs—
and all the fodder of the mechanized world goes on unabated—inane banality 
of yet another example of the uselessness civilization produces—inability to 
remember a simple routine of morning ritual belies the deeper undercurrent 
of revolt—shaking loose for freedom from the regimentation—unconsciously 
without one’s own plan of regimen these stop gaps in compulsory behavior 
however terrifying are meaningless—

and now for the little Indian that can’t stop the Chief in his head from uttering the 
steady stream of sitting bullshit that keeps him thinking he’s going somewhere 
well informed and knowledgeable—stick to the straight and narrow—learn to be 
alone—bite the bullet—and take heed of the wind that blows—these bottomless 
buckets will jump at any chance to fill the unfillable contactual void—make an 
oath—dig in—respond to your own demeanor—these are times when the solitary 
flight tells most of one’s ability to aid and abet his fellow man—to wit complaints 
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filed at the f-u-c-k-y-o-u-desk—monkeys—the glut on the gut continues to 
provide the only solace for all other unfulfilled drives 

dreamt of traveling through a thick jungle adorned with snakes—then a large 
beast on the brink of a heavy heart attack residing close by—the heat—the heat—
the stream of mellifluence—grinding halt of gears—frozen tears—unremarkable 
remains of an era gone by to dogs of war and slaves of effigy—all the bones 
buried in all the killing fields—all the opulent dinners served in honor of all the 
victories at sea—machinery carves the path of history—history is the shill of 
progress—progress is the mysticism of science—science the tool of war—war the
diplomacy of nations and empires—

1700 americans now dead in iraq—20 times that many iraqis—dust + oil—
cohabiting bedmates behind the scene pulling the strings and pushing the 
buttons—virtual victory is at hand and fingertip—perpetual war perpetrated in 
secret collusion against reason—there is no changing the systems in place which 
grant our semblance of freedom—to think outside the matrix—the free market 
of religious norms—the agrarian motif—civilization’s shit pile—a transformation 
from nomadic food gathering to migrant picking for the otherwise occupied—
Nothing ever feels right—head here stomach there—hands feet brain elbow—
mass of confusion and a delicate nausea topped with heavy eyelids—an angle 
you’ve taken before—a tack of the ghost ship—needling headlong out an island 
smokestack—a bale of hay for a crash mat—the fire died in the riptide—
the melancholy pearl lights a sentinel optor in the darkening presentiment—
no hope or glory just another sad story—alchemy of the word to good effect—
keep erect when the train of sore ass wrecks eats your day—have deflector 
shield sex—and special effects politics—make an educated bet to save your roll 
of the dice life—crap shoot poop chute—hole in the dark pole petition—write me 
a letter explaining the feat by which nothing is ever accomplished—what is this 
phenomenon of human ineptness and futility? 
the numb leading the lame—the callused driving the bruised—

a machinist lost 2 fingers yesterday—4 people were fired this afternoon—there are
no orders coming in— 
2 more let go today—but the stock market improved steadily all week—a young 
woman has disappeared in Aruba—and Massachusetts ranks first in the nation in 
marijuana use—?

staring out through a window out a wall through a window past imagination 
through a window that won’t open to the foggy gray of day into a t.v. screen 
reflective—it would seem as though the legends of our educated past would 
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be fuming—nietzsche—marx—freud—spengler—faces locked in permanent 
shock at the extreme processes of the culture run amok—blown away with the 
wind in their faces—speechless—aghast—appalled—ferocious tigers of canine 
knowledge rabid for explanatory meat—indignant at the starving state

and we carve a space out of the darkened dungeons of our fates—another scene 
from a film noir—moonlit possibilities glow through past the window bars—
a persecuted dreamer gazes longingly—suddenly the moon is a floodlight and 
all the realities of man’s cruelty to man are brazenly exposed for interrogation—
caged animals are we in or out of the pen—a fire-hose for a bath—a flame-thrower
and napalm for heat—handcuffs and a straightjacket for security—a plank for a 
diving board—well wishes for the shark pool—adieu

and a thousand million staring eyes—paranoid devil’s gaze gawking in unified 
lust for oppression and death watch—take my cradle and leave me in a grave 
rotting alongside all the other victims of this indenturing—die a poisonous death 
yourself you living dead—it is madness this complacency—the sad succumbing 
is defeat enough—why crave the same authority over life and death that puts you 
in this predicament? Unconscious development devolves these maggots in the shell
until the once potential butterfly becomes a systematic slug to serve forever more—

and travel the land alleviating the pressures from which you cannot free yourself—
always indefinitely to return to the wheel as the cog you’ve been fashioned—
see the seven wonders and wonder not at these feats of human cooperation and 
dictum—worship warship—pray prey—divine crusade—holy war—

oil war-king world domination—

numbers—the shadowy search—for reason sits alone in a vacuum chair packed 
with modules waiting for residuals—the shuttle goes up the shuttle comes 
down—periodically the shuttle explodes—not much difference to you and me 
either way—the ghastly minions—the cantankerous billions caterwaul none—

pillowy sides and insides alike—the cush of opulence—numby—everywhere 
reflective the historical map of red white and blue stars and stripes leading to 
nowhere but gory glory—fluorescent radiation the sickening of the day—nuclear 
rats are we—

days and nights to unleash the critical attack—the brave fight for clarity—the breech
in the wall of foggy mist we call the everyday world—common perception—
 as opposed to the slow filling up of the soul from the inside out—the subjective 
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truth of the reality of sensations—are you free enough to feel the internal-eternal—
the within that is throughout—Elvis loving too much is caught in a trap—

like riding a mechanical horse outside a supermarket the distractions worth nickels
and dimes of time—gestations grown for expulsion from the gut the womb the 
sinus passages—anxiety is animal—refined sugar in the brain—cholesterol in the 
veins—radon flowing on to corrupt lively flesh—

last feasts for the summer’s come undone—and the open petals reveal a 
flaccid stamen—the softening of spring’s hard burst into an eden-like languor—
lavish flowers of a seasonal lust—life’s yearning for sun light energy water 
nourishment—it’s own end to expand the membrane and invite the pleasure of 
multiplicity through aroma and color—paradise is heaven on earth

analyzing the peace sign we see a series of developed symbols and signs—
the almighty V—antennae of the predominant working fingers—the meat hook 
talons—V for victory—we turn round the image of the jet fighter into the tri-pronged
quadra-point—the proverbial chicken-foot projecting the center leg—the middle
finger lies intact a reversal of the establishment projectile monolith of civilization’s 
scientific progress in technology and war—the spear the dart the harpoon the
sword the arrow the bullet the missile—the tower the spire the turret the 
skyscraper—and in nature everything that commonly develops and grows 
straight—the flint the blade of grass the flower the tree-trunk the snake the gland 
the organ—the natural FUCK YOU back of the straight middle finger—the center 
trunk of the simian pentadactyl tall and proud—loud and strong—let nature take 
it’s course and bring the order of impalement and murder to an end—

Friday morning blues—feeling like a tube of sausage—bloated and gaseous—
made with filler—encased in sinewy membrane—
the niceties flow loosely and freer on this day with respite in sight—it’s all down 
hill from here Sisyphus—

the retro-cycles of disuse continue to implode and enfold on one another—
shadows of energy-after-image make the body sick with latent inhalations of 
noxious smoke-like degenerate forms—the negative recoilings of efforts spent in 
reactive modes of exertion—
brain-smog in effect—suffocating the neural transducers and clouding the 
receptive nodes—
the word wizard cast a spelling bee truth serum over the parking lot expense 
account package deal clap trap—warts et al.—lance that boil suck that puss 
squeeze that farce out of the pastry bag cakewalk decoration-hang
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ornament-swap meatpie spitting contest—south of the borderland stateline 
potato-ship marshmellow-hand tape-machine vacuum cleaner housebound 
liplock nestlefish porch-monkey tidal-swing lies a bridge bound ‘o’ the earth—
a kitbag napsack destinytrack backrack of tearjerk earwig pigpen nutcracks in a 
shoewax gum-smack gutsick sidesplit laugh-attack maniac lackey parade 

prostitute scab—hack cab—servant slave—thief knave—beggar brave—flagger 
wave—trumpeter player—preacher prayer—shipper pusher—executioner 
butcher—athlete fetcher—teacher professor—grave-digger undertaker—lover 
giver—hater destroyer

And what of strength?—what does strength mean if it’s a cross born of 
debasement? A badge of resiliency in a quest for dissipation? A defense shield 
against one’s own hypocrisy, strength in this manner is only ugliness—grotesque 
monstrosity—numb conceit—blind fortitude in a cycloptic dominance of willful 
compulsion—Does the elephant mock the ant? Does the shark think weakly 
of the minnow? Does the hawk spit on the sparrow? Strength is exemplified in 
compassion, caring, kindness, understanding, sensitivity, vulnerability, love—
Overabundance alone strength does not make—strength is vigor of spirit not just 
the exercise of raw power, brute force, sheer tolerance—

I find you in all these things of the world
that I love calmly, like a brother;
in things no one cares for you brood like a seed;
and to powerful things you give an immense power.

Strength plays a marvelous game—
it moves through the things of the world like a servant,
groping out in roots, tapering in trunks,
and in the treetops like a rising from the dead.               – R.M. Rilke
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Lunar ecLipse

Two vital forces on distinct paths.
Synchronized, rhythmic, rounded.
Together they wrap the earth in equilibrium
In spite of their opposition.

I was the sun
Radiant, powerful, public.
Seen everywhere until, at last,
The birth of my son.

And I wonder how many
Rotations it will take this mother
To emerge from shade.

Perhaps instead I will find a way to grow here
Quietly adding light to dark places.

    Honesty

    Sometimes before dinner
    I eat the ice cream
    I tell my daughter
    She may not eat
    Because it is too close
    To dinner.
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patience

She is no expert, not even a novice
At keeping cool.
So she wears a mother’s hood from time to time.

Watch her
At the grocery store,
The nursery school, and
Other perfection parades where
Her quick greetings and busy schedules
Are armour against vulnerability
Against boredom,
Against her own truth –
The truth of a mother living in a world of conflict
About the value of loving children.

It is an odd salvation that
Raising a family is fashionable big business now.
(But finally the role is scripted some.)
So this mother keeps her contacts up-to-date
For those rainy days, like today, when
Her longings for friendship and learning
Are mistaken for frustration with the children
Or a lack of protein in her diet.

“We have been inside all day,” she’ll dial you and report.
“Can we get the kids together?”

And as the rain showers down
Feeding thirsty plants and aching tree limbs
Be patient with your friend and she just might take a drink too.

Be patient and today just might be the day that she drinks and drinks and lets the water
Carry her off to a place where the armour drifts beside her, not on top of her,
Be patient and today just might be the day that she floats in the river of life as a mother.
It will be in that river of light, and mud and buoyancy, that your friend might reveal
Just how beautiful she is without her mother’s hood –
But it will take her some time.
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community

So few venues to choose from these days,
For a coffee to go before starting to play.
Breast feeding is in when you’re alone
There is Starbucks or Peet’s, but no place like home.

Call us the cows, uncivilized, offensive,
Let our own milk tear down those fences.

“Goodness, that toddler is too old to nurse!”
“This isn’t Africa! Conditions there are much worse!”
“It’s not good for children to drink from their mother.”
“I once saw this woman nursing her brother!”

They watch and they whisper over lattes and chai
Most of the men will not look in our eyes
Aroused or disinterested? Unsure how to react
Look away or pretend not to acknowledge the act.

Call us the cows, uncivilized, offensive,
Let our own milk tear down those fences.

The Got Milk? campaign has been hugely successful
But nobody promotes us when we have a chest full!
So to Enfamil, and Playtex, Gerber, J & J:
No thanks! We’re saving our money today!
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open letter to prospective love:

(august 2005)
–the ornithologians are especially active today, revealing 
their variety and numerousness–a brief shower has passed 
and they cajole in the lite, the sun low, pulsing radial globes 
of spinning expansions, skeining evanescent reflections and 
movement, the grandeur of the fleshy air and beclouded sky, 
sustenance of the awakening biology, unravelling one’s tale 
of rigidity, the body as direction and influence–constantly,  
as of late, finding myself in a psychedelic lite of purpose,  
the warm spaces of physical directiveness, vacant slander 
a peripheral buzz, my thots everywhere, w/ everything and 
everyone–morning lucifer, two doves flying thru the moon, 
the inner lite of every THING and our SELVES–take care 
of you and love will sow a garden of work, where we move 
stones to draw blood from varying patterns, the astatic 
permeables, yet quietly as we gain cellular peace, surrender’s 
emanation–grounding gained thru interaction’s intimacies: 
solidity-solitude-solstice–emerging blue wings, evolving 
capacity to embrace life and the other, the autonomic need 
to touch and for hands to be lain upon the quivering sense, 
becoming w/ every moment, the difficult and easeful, the 
beginners of now–longing still unfulfilled, but i’m lonely less 
and less as i’m learning to be better company to myself and 
others–destroying the myth of the stunted chrysalis prevented 
from completing its transformation–focus capabilities, 
downplay damage, reckon trauma, the clarion calls of birds, 
cisterns of leniency and constant provacation, hark the herald 
de classe’, glory to the new sprung day–

–invoke the challenge of health, the revelatory vigilance of 
breath, incantate surges of creative pleasure–the emphasis of 
physical love over its cerebral counterpart, a connection so 
that one relies more on the factual basis of human-animalistic 
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realities of function determining form, and less on the 
negative cultural attachments to love, a natural right of 
primary energetic movement, the pleasurable sensations 
w/in the biospiritus felt w/ full and complete breathing, 
heightening w/ the proximity of the other–learning trust 
thru the continuity of positive experience, or at best, the 
attempt to remain conscious of defeatist behavior, in the 
lite of changing your ways, so to speak, while having faith 
in the core regenerative capabilities of the physio-flesh–the 
roads to here steeped in snares and traps, yet the work 
still in the first stages, novices at comprehending love’s 
function, allowing each other the time and space for healing, 
for gaining knowledge and understanding, a reciprocity 
of emotive exchange toward a smooth flow of energies in 
physical collusion, accepting each other’s shortcomings and 
fostering the courage to overcome them, forgotten w/in the 
embrace, learning to wade thru the subtle complications 
of emotional connectedness–that we have the wherewithal 
to wield the weapon of truth to rend le guerre de l’amour,  
young lovers coming out of hiding to celebrate in the streets, 
the eye of the beholden run thru w/ phallic hate, rationally 
directed to protect one’s happiness from the agents of the 
plague, quartered in us all–leaving behind the erotic-stoics 
sitting in their chairs, speak up for love as transient as it can 
be, overtaken by the sensual crests of fullbody explorations,  
giving in to pleasure as the now, nothing before or after, the 
glowing present of tentative hesions of form and animus–

–so intangible, this will to live, echoing the importance of 
love, its affording reprieves from the madness welling in 
from every direction–i sit quiet in the chorus of insects, 
the harmolodic natural rhythms, the luminate darkness–get 
behind the mule in the morning and plow as there’s much to 
be done in the terrestrial pulls of love, learning the allowance 
of feeling beyond reactive interpersonal dynamics, learning 
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to apprehend the chance meeting of like-metabolised 
sensoriums, and more importantly to be able to act w/ due 
aggression to consummate associative engenderings–and 
if perchance these circumstances arise above all doubt, no 
longer to efface the self, the biological core of opposing 
affinities, and a dynamic of vulnerable strength develops, 
an effusion of feeling and suredness where the individual 
autonomy of needs is paramount, confidence in the alliance 
of selves allowing basic social tendencies, urges of attraction 
and connectedness w/ like bodyminds, collaborative 
productiveness as the work side of gratifying love, and in
psychical terms, the parting strength of presence in the other’s
image connected directly to sensation–the organ-grinder 
doldrums drop in out of no-where, the wage-slave blues 
and loveless biding walking step for step w/ confidence and 
susceptibility, aching balls, tite chest searching for breath, the 
low-rider tent spike off the radar in motion and wielding a 
sense for the marvellous, wondering in solitary confinement 
the biology captive of itself, short walks on a long pier 
drifting in the stratosphere–calling all boom-boxes, the 
consonant ringing of tribal joy, inherent convergent tension 
of flesh and fields, listen to your song a bearded sturgeon 
from an envelope of sound, the luminox of stranded passion, 
coeval falling in transit toward developmental formations, 
symmetry a perceptive flaw, the brevity of the arc–vocally 
articulate and affirm the direction you want your biology to 
go, your body to feel, energetic whelmings drawing near to 
touch, to shiver in the unfolding bodies bloom, the half-acre 
of my heart a rendering urge to extend the quiet spaces of my 
world, a gesture both gentle and impassioned–

–a joy in heart’s content–in the valley of remnants shrunken 
and deformed, things alive stir w/ honest trembling–one 
walking stalwart and yeilding, seeking w/ heavy-heart for the 
unfettered newlings, star-holds of enveloped synergy
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–he’d heard of love and how it got many thru some tough 
times and made those times more difficult for the rest, that 
it outgrew its usefulness and slowly ebbed into memory 
and ethos, for survival, no longer handed down from the 
incandescent baring of the dragon’s teeth, had come back in 
league w/ the surrounding accordance, finally succumbed to 
the weight of the earth–i know the pitfalls of thwarted love, 
the self-loathing, frustration, the longing which becomes 
distorted and haggard singing the praises of anguish and 
despair–i’ve paced the shores of nothingness doing my best 
w/ illusion, waiting for anything to wash ashore, and now i 
drift on this bastard root wavering between the marked and 
the hopeful, staying up half the nite searching for things i can 
say only w/ my hands and lips, my whole body giving–a 
strange habit trying to forget you’re alive that you long 
to touch and be touched–from my station of anonymity i 
will crush this world of intrigue and disappointment–in the 
event the waning moon of effusion isn’t embraced, if no 
one crosses the river of derision flowing thru it, a healthy 
frame of reference is developing regarding the possibilities 
of love, exploring the enigma of love, the bio-dynamic 
situational challenge lying in the extended durational aspects 
of the moment–i’ve recently had occasion of opening up to 
love and feeling the reality of the bio-energetic shift toward 
being more grounded and in the moment, rather than relying 
on the static equilibrium of reactivity, simply by allowing 
the natural aggression toward the goal of one’s love to 
manifest in the throes of passional attraction, leading to a 
more healthy use of one’s energy, the desire for substitutes 
slowly disappearing–w/ the knowledge and reckoning that 
i’d denied my body and its needs, which up till now had 
been transmuted and deformed, fearless w/ trust in life, the 
reality of needing the other–its never too late for the flesh 
and the breath to be freed, for pleasure to be experienced 
w/ a minimum of fear and anxiety, but the work is always 
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in process and we have to love ourselves for the luminous 
contradictive creatures we are–the simple reality that a 
biology tending toward rigidity and contractive emotionally 
denying behavior, can awaken and begin to feel again, or at 
least sense the urge toward being relaxed and able to give in 
to intimacy–rediscover the love of the self in the need for the 
other–

(july 2003)
–i want your eyes to always be brite w/ the fullness of 
living, your breath to be as aware of my skin as the wind 
is of the air, i want the mysteries of your body to envelop 
my sense of self left wreathed in your smell sweet as dew 
lipped from a flower, your shoulders unburdened lighter in 
love’s commitment, the constant as ballast in the churn and 
roil of a world gone mad, intoxicated w/ its own demise and 
its unique ability to suck the life from life, immune that we 
allow each other, your goodness not taken for granted nor 
exploited as a weakness, your presence as indelible as the 
lines in our hands forward moving and vital, i want you to 
breathe deep and full for me and i for you, lonliness a myth 
and solitude something to be exercised as an extension of 
our need for each other, health a function of our connection 
a branching kaleidoscopic position of surety, desperate days 
bones of the past as the spiral transforms as those leaving 
behind stagnating denial–

(august – september 2005)
–when the day can have a sinister feel, the unrest and tension 
obvious and prevalent, sirens and rival crows compete 
for the air, nature a backdrop for conquests of power, the 
unmitigated urge to prevent the unpreventable, stem the 
unstemmable tide, save that which bought salvation from 
the wavering sands–reasonable demands, ignorance, or the 
disconnect between perception and conception, taken for 
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granted, that you can’t take into account 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . from 
the start–people are up to their armpits in it, wading w/ 
cheery dispositions and runaway optimism, or some infantile 
entitlement (in praise of ignorance, indeed) (and even those 
who recognize the contradictive nature of our culture throw 
their hands in the air blaming the government), yet people 
are unable to shake the sinking feeling that something isn’t 
quite rite, implementations’ progress isn’t working–the 
censorship of abbreviated charm, eyes meet and fall away 
w/ the shame of the everyday, trod along good functionaries, 
conscripts in an infinite loop, the slow death of the sucking 
dry, salamanders confined to coffee cans w/ scoops of earth, 
forgotten in the sun–the sum-total of human-animalistic 
longing is immense, yet somehow it goes unnoticed or 
unremarked upon, even those in the various configurations of 
love’s grip have dirty faces w/ the inexpressible something, 
the horrid wheeze of an echo of a dream–many reading the 
above mite snicker or scoff,  assuming this or that from a 
cultural bunker of safety, that it goes w/out saying, that it’s 
out of place or has no place, that it’s weakness or utopian–yet 
if confronted, most wouldn’t deny the existence of certain 
bio-social circumstances that play out in an inequitable 
manner, responsible for the unrest and the avalanche of 
frustration, the substitutes and distractions (i could go on and 
on, all together now . . . )–the disfunction that if questioned 
raises shouts of treason: multifarious-insidious-nefarious–
the causticity of our predicament needs the buffer of love–

–so that there’s no mistaking my intentions, this attempt 
to define a course of action, both personal and as it goes 
collective, is directed at myself as much as anyone else who 
might have an interest or passing inclination, or that special 
need embedded in the search–an outline to be constantly 
revised and added to as experience unfolds the reality of 
the unnecessity of words, yet the irrepressible connection 
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of language to love, and the interlopers of eroticism and 
ecstacy–bolstering for the push ahead, the call unto eros, 
cascading destinations, reaffirmations of the groundwork 
laid for the love surrounding our conjoined endeavors and 
hearty good-feeling for one another, eliptic coterie of primal 
landscapes–learning to accept the inherent pragmatism of the 
gradualness of change, especially w/in consciously informed 
development, the space for inertial allegory, the creation 
of the myth of continuance–i leap from cloud to cloud not 
having to remember constantly i’m a breathing creature, thot 
receded to improminance w/in the reservoir of bioinstinctual 
capabilities, possibility pooling omnihazardly, the embrace 
a crucible for limitlessness, the work set forth so long ago, 
now complete, and a new course of productiveness naturally 
taking its place w/in the instinctually informed bodymind 
reciprocity enjoyed w/ the pontiff environs–levied shades 
of solace, beauty of a late summer day, pilgrims not far off 
now, turned into sunrays and gone off w/ the sky, the bridge 
of body in hewn and catapult, strawberry girls show the 
merry way entrenched as they are w/ the paramours, meeting 
many, insurgency’s travellers, armed w/ understanding and 
knowledge: the search–settling upon the earth, a bursting of 
song, the need for the troubadour not yet outlived–
                                              

*
                    the inauguration of the flim-flam
                    solar panels and homemade beer

                    the development of self-sustaining rock and roll
                    and missives in the air

                    appolonia’s love ship
                    and the happy sun
                    wide awake for the things we’ve done
                    and they don’t wait for you and me
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         the urgency w/ a life of its own
                    the corner waltz is slowing down

                    all the secret manifestos of freedom
                    keep it comin’ love

                    waiting for the
                    ocean dream how it
                    washes up every thousand years
                    and the seasons won’t wait for you and me           

                                         *                    

                    i want to wake up w/ you
                    w/ this thorn in my side
                    i know that would do
                    but i can’t tell rite now

                    i don’t want to have to tell you
                    what i miss the most
                    blue is the color of your hair
                    i wouldn’t dare have it otherwise

                    i want to tell you all my secrets
                    i know what they’ll mean to you
                    everything that i have
                    i keep in a glass pocket

                    these fortunes bleed me dry
                    so what of my strange jacket
                    i don’t want to have to hide
                    but i will if you won’t have it
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–post script–a ladybug has been hanging around my room for 
the last few days–i feel she likes me–

. . . real worth lies in being coveted, in conquering by charm, 
by beauty and by magic.  —Malinowski
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Contact	Paradise	29	Artel:
508-543-7292

art_confab@yahoo.com
www.paradise29.org

P29A	Seasonal	News:

In the Spring, P29A continued to hold all ages music shows
at the Stoughton VFW.  During the Summer, we worked 
to create a new logo for P29A.  We also chose to produce 
Public Spaces digitally.  This issue is our first issue with 
our new look and system.  For the Fall, we have two 
artists in the gallery: Iana Sophia and J.P. Larosee.

Nonprof i t  Ar t  Col lec t ive paradise29.org
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